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Automated license plate recognition

Abstract
Automated license or number plate recognition (ALPR/ANPR) is one of
the most challenging applications for optical character recognition (OCR)
because of the variable conditions encountered and the expected
effectiveness. A successful implementation depends not only on the
strength of the underlying OCR tool but also on complementary image
processing techniques and tools.
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Abstract
Automated license or number plate recognition (ALPR/ANPR) is one of the most challenging
applications for optical character recognition (OCR) because of the variable conditions
encountered and the expected effectiveness. A successful implementation depends not only on
the strength of the underlying OCR tool but also on complementary image processing
techniques and tools.

Challenging conditions
Whether they are used for access control, criminal investigations, speed enforcement or toll
collection, ANPR/ALPR systems are subject to wildly varying requirements. The following is a
summary of the factors that impose stringent demands in terms of flexibility and performance.










Image quality and scene complexity (focus, background objects, multiple vehicles,
vehicle occlusion, dirty plate, etc.), which introduce possible confusion.
Weather (rain/sleet, snow, fog), which can introduce image “noise”.
Time of day (dawn, day, dusk and night), which affects lighting (uniformity and
contrast).
Camera or plate positioning, which may introduce perspective distortions.
Vehicle speed and spacing, which dictates recognition speed.
Plate styles (number of characters, single versus multi‐row, dark‐on‐light versus light‐
on‐dark, background graphics).
Different character fonts including varying sizes.
Plate size (scale), rotation and skew.
Required robustness (recognition and error rate), that is, the tolerance to negative
results (i.e., plate is not read) and false positive results (i.e., plate is read incorrectly).

Feature‐based OCR
Included with Matrox Imaging software is String Reader, a sophisticated feature‐based OCR tool
that quickly locates and reads character strings in images where a considerable portion of each
character is well separated from the background and neighboring characters. The tool handles
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strings with a known or unknown number of evenly or proportionally spaced characters. It
accommodates changes in character angle with respect to the string, aspect ratio, scale, and
skew, as well as contrast reversal. Strings can be located across multiple lines and at a slight
angle. The tool reads from multiple pre‐defined or user‐defined Latin‐based fonts. Also included
are ready‐made unified contexts for ALPR/ANPR that work with any Latin‐based license plate. In
addition, character strings can be subject to user‐defined grammar rules to further increase
recognition rates. The tool is designed for ease‐of‐use and includes String Expert, a utility to
help fine‐tune settings and troubleshoot poor results.

String Reader for ALPR/ANPR
String Reader was conceived with ALPR/ANPR systems in mind. The tool is able to automatically
locate, within a whole complex scene, the alphanumeric code or license appearing on a plate
(Figure 1). It can read licenses that vary in size (50% to 200% from reference) and are rotated
(±10°). String Reader handles licenses that are skewed due to the camera’s perspective and can
recognize licenses whose image representation is as small as two pixels wide per stroke (Figure
2). The tool maintains its effectiveness on a wide range of image conditions encountered by
ANPR/ALPR systems including poor character clarity, underlying graphics on plates, image
"noise", non‐uniform lighting and poor image contrast (Figure 3).

Figure 1 ‐ String Reader is able to automatically locate an
alphanumeric license code within a whole complex scene.
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Figure 2 ‐ String Reader handles character thickness as small
as two pixels in width.
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Figure 3 ‐ Conditions such as poor character quality (focus),
non‐uniform lighting (above) and underlying graphics/dirt on
plates are easily handled by String Reader.

Figure 4 ‐ The setup of String Reader consists of defining
string models and fonts. For example, a string model (plate
style) can be defined as having six chracters of three letters
(L) followed by three digits (D).

String models and fonts
The setup of String Reader is context‐based, which enables it to handle different plate formats, including
different nationalities and regions, all at once. A String Reader context consists of string models and
fonts. A string model is used to define a template for a particular plate style (Figure 4). This string model
includes the expected number of characters within a string (e.g., six for North American plates) and the
number of such string occurrences on the same line or on successive lines. It also includes character
tone (dark‐on‐light, light‐on‐dark or either), individual character scale (50% to 200% from reference),
and individual character types (digit, lower case and/or upper case letter, etc.).
To further increase the read accuracy, String Reader provides control over parameters such as character
similarity and homogeneity scores, which can be used to increase robustness and improve accuracy
(Figure 5). The character's similarity score quantifies the similarity between the character in the plate
image and the character in the font. Homogeneity, which is used quite a bit in ALPR/ANPR, provides a
measure of how similar each character is to the others in the string. In ALPR/ANPR, where all characters
are generally at the same scale, the homogeneity score is useful for eliminating characters found to be
much larger/smaller than its neighbors.
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Figure 5 ‐ String Reader tracks character similarity and homogeneity scores, which can be used to increase reading
robustness and improve accuracy.

A font on the other hand, refers to the character set, style and size (Figure 6). A String Reader
font consists of detached and distinct characters, optionally with accents, and can also include
punctuation marks (i.e., Latin, Cyrillic, etc.). Users can quickly and easily create font definitions
using String Reader’s interactive utility.

Figure 6 – String Reader’s interactive utility enables font definition and fine tuning.
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Font‐less context for ALPR/ANPR
Available with String Reader are ready‐made font‐less contexts specifically for ALPR/ANPR
systems. As their names indicate, these contexts have no font representation. For these
contexts, the character descriptions are obtained through a machine‐learning process
supervised by Matrox Imaging and based on a characteristic set of license plate images. The use
of font‐less context is required when it is impossible or impractical to define a font. Employing a
font‐less context is also useful as a fallback when a plate cannot be read using a context with a
font. However, given a plate with a known font, a properly defined font‐based context will yield
more robust results than a font‐less context.

Reading performance
The performance of String Reader depends primarily on the image size and system
configuration. For example, reading an Italian plate in a 1k x 1k image takes an average of 52 ms
on a 3 GHz Intel® Pentium 4 equipped PC with only a single string model and font in the
context. A recognition rate (i.e., plate read correctly) of over 98% was measured on a bank of
real‐world, challenging images consisting of European plates. The overhead for processing
additional string models is negligible while performance is only loosely dependent on by the
number of fonts to process (about 30% per font).

Complementary techniques and tools
Working with a video of a vehicle traveling through a camera’s field‐of‐view can be used to
further enhance reading accuracy (as opposed to just using a single image of a vehicle). In this
case, triggering character recognition is based on the presence of the vehicle (i.e., plate) in
almost each image that constitutes the video. The vehicle’s plate is thus read multiple times,
strengthening the confidence in the initial result. Consequently, false positives (i.e., incorrect
reads) are greatly minimized. A further optimization for speed would involve tracking the
vehicle’s plate as the vehicle travels across a camera’s field‐of‐view and minimizing the ROI
(Figure 7). An example, demonstrating both of these principles (multiple reading and plate
tracking), is available from Matrox Imaging.
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Camera’s field of view

The plate is read multiple
times as the vehicle crosses
the camera’s field‐of‐view
thus increasing the confidence
in the initial result.

Vehicle (i.e., plate) is tracked
as it crosses the camera’s
field‐of‐view.

Figure 7 ‐ Enhancing reading accuracy by tracking and reading a vehicle plate in a continuous video segment.

While String Reader can easily handle multiple vehicle plates in the camera's field‐of‐view,
algorithm speed can be compromised if the exact number of plates in an image is unknown.
Optimal performance is achieved when reading a single character string per image. In addition
to String Reader, Matrox Imaging software includes image processing functions that can be
quite useful for ANPR such as perspective correction (to compensate for camera positioning),
de‐interlacing (for eliminating motion artefacts that occur with interlaced video output
cameras) and noise removal (Figure 8).
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Figure 8 ‐ Using MIL’s image processing functions for perspective correction (left), noise removal and de‐interlacing (right).

Conclusion
An ALPR/ANPR system has to operate under a broad range of conditions while delivering results
with a great level of confidence. It represents one of the toughest applications for OCR
technology. The String Reader tool, with its flexibility and robustness (see Appendix), and in
combination with other image processing tools from Matrox Imaging, provides a solid
foundation for ALPR/ANPR systems.
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Appendix

a) Image quality & scene complexity

b) Weather

c) Time of day

d) Camera or plate position

e) Vehicle speed and spacing

f) Plate styles (Europe versus N.A.)

g) Character fonts inclusing size

h) Plate size (scale), rotation and skew

i) Required robustness

Figure 9 ‐ Sample of cases handled by ALPR/ANPR systems based on the String Reader featured‐based OCR engine from Matrox
Imaging. Images provided by courtesy from Advanced Technologies S.r.l., IEG Inc., and Tannery Creek Systems Inc.
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